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Abstract

An iron Boltzm ann tem perature lidar allows the m easurement o f 

tem peratures and iron densities in the m esopause region (-80-100  km). This 

thesis describes the initial developm ent o f  a new Boltzm ann tem perature 

lidar at Poker Flat Research Range. An excim er-pum ped dye laser system 

was installed in April 1999. During 1999 and 2000 this system was 

calibrated against the resident sodium  system. O bservations o f iron were 

made in the w inter o f 2000 and spring o f 2001. Tem perature measurements 

were m ade in December o f  2000. The thesis presents an operational analysis 

o f  the lidar system perform ance and a scientific analysis o f the data 

obtained. The midwinter tem perature m easurements indicate the m esopause 

is above the m esospheric iron layer at this high-latitude site. The new lidar 

is an im portant development as it can be com bined with Rayleigh lidar 

m easurem ents to provide direct tem perature profile soundings over the 30 to 

90 km altitude range.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 The Middle Atmosphere

The m iddle atmosphere is generally taken as the region containing the 

stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower therm osphere (10-110 km) [W ayne, 

1985; B rasseur and Solomon, 1984]. An im portant feature o f  the m iddle 

atm osphere is the ozone layer. Figure 1.1 shows the basic tem perature 

profile o f  the atmosphere along with altitude ranges for some atm ospheric 

phenomena. The ozone layer, which occurs between 20 and 60 km  in 

altitude, absorbs harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun and it is 

this absorption o f  UV radiation that defines the stratopause. The absorption 

o f radiation by ozone at the stratopause (»50 km) causes it to be the warm est 

region in the stratosphere. The high tem perature at the stratopause causes 

there to be a tem perature increase across the stratosphere w ith warm  air 

above colder denser air. This tem perature gradient makes the stratosphere a 

very stable region in the middle atmosphere, stratified into layers based on 

tem perature. The principle source o f  m ovem ent in the stratosphere is 

through diffusion. Above the stratopause is the m esosphere. In the 

m esosphere the temperature decreases with height as it does in the
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troposphere placing cold dense air above warm less dense air. This gradient 

causes the m esosphere to be less stable than the stratosphere and thus more 

prone to turbulent mixing. At the mesopause the tem perature again begins 

to increase due to the effects o f  solar wind. The m esopause on average is 

the coldest region in the atmosphere.

M ixing, energy transfer and general circulation are im portant in the 

m iddle atm osphere. M ixing defines how anthropogenic species are 

dispersed through the middle atmosphere, and their residence lifetim es. An 

im portant research area is how anthropogenic halogens interact w ith the 

ozone layer [Solomon, 1999]. Halogen destruction o f ozone is im portant to 

life on earth. Reaction mechanisms o f ozone and sources o f  halogens are 

areas o f  active research in hopes that ozone destruction can be m inim ized. 

An im portant source o f  energy transfer in the m iddle atm osphere is through 

gravity w aves [Andrews, Holton, and Leovy, 1987]. Gravity waves are 

buoyancy w aves produced by winds in the lower atm osphere. Gravity 

waves propagate up through the atmosphere. As the density o f the 

atm osphere decreases the amplitude o f the individual gravity waves m ust 

increase to m aintain constant wave parcel energy. Eventually the am plitude 

o f  the wave becom es too large and causes the wave to becom e unstable. 

Once the w ave becomes unstable it ‘breaks’ in the atm osphere, releasing 

energy. Gravity wave propagation and breaking are a large and im portant
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source o f energy transfer across the middle atmosphere. Gravity wave 

breaking and the associated energy transfer is thought to contribute to the 

general circulation o f the upper stratosphere and m esosphere since 

circulation is not explained solely by a radiative model [Thomas, 1991]. 

W ithout additional energy, probably from gravity waves, the w inds in the 

upper middle atm osphere can not be explained.

Several im portant structures in the middle atm osphere are driven by 

circulation. Polar vortices that occur during the winter m onths, form 

cyclonic w inds around the poles that trap air, and prevent air exchange 

across the edge o f  the vortex. In this trapped air reactions w ith ozone 

deplete the layer without any replenishm ent o f  the ozone layer from outside 

the vortex. The lack o f  exchange leads to ozone ‘holes’ or regions o f  the 

atm osphere w ith a significantly lower amount o f ozone. Ozone holes are o f 

interest to us because they cause elevated UV radiation on the surface o f  the 

earth.

M easurem ents o f  these aspects o f circulation require m easurem ents o f 

w inds and tem peratures in the middle atmosphere. M easurem ents in the 

polar regions are also important because the seasonal variation is m uch 

larger than at lower latitudes. U nderstanding the seasonal variation due to 

changes in solar flux helps to design and force consistency on m odels o f 

global circulation.
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1.2 Meteoric Metal Layers

At approxim ately 90 km the earth’s atm osphere is dense enough that 

m eteors striking the earth begin to ablate. Ablation is the process where the 

m eteorite is heated by friction to a tem perature where it begins to sputter o ff 

single atoms o f  matter. It is the process o f  ablation that produces the bright 

m eteor trails sometimes visible to the naked eye called shooting stars. The 

ablation o f m eteors results in an influx o f  m atter at this altitude. The 

meteoric input is approxim ately 44 tons per day [Hughes 1978] and results 

in m etals being deposited in the atmosphere. The metals in the atmosphere 

are eventually lost from the atmosphere to the earth’s surface.

Between the heights o f  70 and 120 km  the atmospheric conditions are 

such that these metals can exist in the atomic state. It is uncom m on for 

atoms to be in the atomic state in the atm osphere. Above this altitude range 

the atoms are ionized, and below  this altitude range they react w ith other 

atoms and form m olecular species. This altitude range where m etals are in 

the atomic state coincides w ith the upper m esosphere and lower 

therm osphere.

Since in the upper m esosphere and lower therm osphere the atoms are 

present in the atomic state, lidar can be used to probe the metal layers 

present using resonance fluorescence o f  the atoms. In a resonance lidar
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system a laser transmits the specific wavelength o f  light that corresponds to 

an electronic transition in the atom. The light can be absorbed by the atom 

through a shift to an excited state. After a short period o f  tim e the excited 

atom will relax back to the ground, or unexcited state, and releases a photon. 

This photon is the same as the absorbed photon and can be emitted in any 

direction (isotropically). So by using a laser tuned to resonate w ith an 

atomic m etal, the metal layer can be excited and the glow o f the layer as it 

re-em its photons and relaxes can be m easured on the ground w ith a 

telescope receiver. The two critical com ponents required for such a 

m easurem ent are a tunable laser, m eaning that it can be ‘tuned’ or adjusted 

to the right frequency o f  light (usually by tilting a prism or grating [e.g. 

Hecht, 1992]), and a telescope receiver system as a m ethod o f  detecting the 

low light levels (i.e. single photons) received. The meteoric metal layers 

provide a shiny target for m easuring the m iddle atm osphere. Shiny targets

are those w ith a high backscatter cross section. Typically resonance

16 2interactions have a backscatter o f  approxim ately 1 O' m as com pared to

32 2Rayleigh scattering, which has a backscatter o f  approxim ately 10' m .

M aking m easurements o f  atomic metal layers with a lidar system can 

give im portant information about gravity waves, tem peratures and w inds in a 

region o f  the atmosphere that other m ethods have difficulty m easuring. The 

atomic metal layers act like a dye in that they are easy to see and measure
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with an instrument, and can trace the state o f  the local atm osphere, which is 

transparent to the lidar system. M easurem ents can be m ade at high 

resolution in both space and tim e, with m easurem ents at spatial scales o f  75 

m and time scales o f  several m inutes at Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR).

While there are many different m etals present in m eteoric debris, 

sodium (Na) has been studied m ost extensively. Na is relatively easy to 

m easure with a lidar system. It has a large scattering cross sectional area 

and the Na D line is located at 589 nm [Wiese, 1969]. This w avelength is 

right in the middle o f the em ission spectrum o f  Rhodam ine 590, a commonly 

used and easily handled laser dye. Since Na is so ‘shiny’ and the dye that 

produces the laser light pulses is simple to use, there has been a proliferation 

o f sodium lidar data, including density and tem perature m easurem ents.

A metal that is much more common in m eteoric debris is iron (Fe).

Fe atoms are almost twenty tim es more abundant in m eteors than Na, with 

Fe making up 11.5% by weight, and Na m aking up 0.6%. Fe has not been as 

extensively m easured as Na how ever because it’s scattering cross sectional 

area is an order o f m agnitude sm aller than that o f  Na. Furtherm ore, the dyes 

that fluoresce at the Fe resonance line o f  372 nm are difficult to excite, and 

require a more sophisticated apparatus to produce laser light. Fe may not 

scatter light as strongly as Na, but there is more Fe present in the 

m esosphere to measure. Also a variety o f  the features in the N a layer appear
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more pronounced in the Fe layer. For exam ple the seasonal variation in N a 

is much less than the seasonal variation in Fe [Kane et. al., 1992]. N a also 

has narrow  sporadic high-density layers that appear quickly and are not well 

understood [Collins et. al., 1996]. These layers are small com pared to the 

large sporadic layers that are seen in Fe [Bills et. al., 1990]. All o f  these 

reasons indicate that Fe would be an interesting metal to m easure, and 

suggest that it is a more sensitive tracer o f  the aeronomy o f  the middle 

atmosphere.

1.3 Laser Radar Studies

A basic laser radar or lidar (light detection and ranging) system is 

shown in Figure 1.2. The system is com posed o f a laser that generates 

pulses o f  light. These pulses o f  light are transm itted into the atm osphere. 

The transm itted light is scattered by aerosols and clouds through Mie 

scattering, by the molecules o f air through Rayleigh scattering, and by 

resonant interactions with molecules and atoms through resonance 

scattering. The light that is scattered back towards the lidar facility is 

collected with a telescope. The collected light is focused onto a 

photodetector and quantified. The receiving telescope system usually also
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includes some collimating optics, and filters to limit the color o f  light such 

that it m atches the color o f laser light being used. Filtering in this m anner 

reduces background light noise. A high-speed digital recorder stores the 

signal that is scattered and received as the laser pulse travels away from the 

site. The initial laser shot is detected and recorded. This starting tim e is 

then used as a reference to determine the difference betw een the starting 

time o f the pulse and the time that scattered light from that pulse is detected 

at the receiver. The difference between the starting time o f  the pulse, and 

the received scattered light can be used to determine the range o f  the object 

scattering the light. The range (zs) can be calculated by a standard tim e-of- 

flight equation,

zs = (tc)/2 [ 1 . 1]

In this equation c is the speed o f  light, and t is the time difference betw een 

the start o f  the transmitted pulse, and the received signal. For exam ple, light 

scattered by a molecule at a distance o f  3 km would be detected 2 ps after 

the laser fired ((2*3x l0 3 m )/(3x l0 8 m/s) = 2 x l0 ‘6 s). Scattering from a 

distance o f  30 km would be detected 180 ps later, 2 0 0  ps after the laser was 

fired. A ccordingly by recording when the laser fires and the time o f  the 

received signal the system can easily trace the lidar signal w ith distance. 

W hen a lidar is a zenith pointing system this distance directly corresponds to 

altitude.
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M easurem ents in the m iddle atmosphere are difficult to make. 

W eather balloons reach to approxim ately 30 km so they can probe the lower 

edge o f  the m iddle atmosphere. Radars can measure high and low altitudes, 

but in the m iddle atmosphere there is very little water, ions or electrons, 

which form m ost o f the backscatter for radar signals. A irglow  is used to 

probe the region around 80 km but is limited to certain tim es during the day 

to make m easurem ents. These techniques leave a large portion o f  the middle 

atm osphere unm easured; lidar can make these measurements.

L idar can m ake accurate measurements o f  atm ospheric quantities over the 

range o f  the m iddle atmosphere. Rayleigh scatter lidars can be used to 

m easure tem peratures through density and thus measure w inds, M ie scatter 

lidars can m easure aerosols, and resonance lidars can m easure specific 

m olecular and atomic species and make tem perature m easurem ents through 

a variety o f  spectroscopic techniques. Lidars can also make im portant 

m easurem ents on the time scales o f interest, from m inutes to  years. The 

m iddle atm osphere is im portant to research and lidars provide an important 

m ethod for m easuring quantities in the m iddle atmosphere.
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1.4 Lidar Studies at PFRR

A Na resonance lidar was installed at PFRR in the fall o f  1994. The 

first m easurem ents o f  the m esospheric Na layer at PFRR were made in 

N ovem ber 1994 and m easurem ents have continued on an ongoing basis 

since February 1995. This lidar system employs a flashlam p-pum ped dye 

laser that was m anufactured by the Candela Laser Corporation o f  Bedford, 

MA. The laser model is a Candela LFDL - 1 (Linear Flashlam p Dye Laser 

model I )  and is a simple rugged laser system that has made campaign 

m easurem ents in Illinois, Hawaii, Antarctica, and Alaska. The LFDL-1 has 

also been deployed in both airplanes and field stations. The LFDL-1 is a 

classic L ittrow  cavity [Silfvast, 1996] with a tunable grating and an inline 

single-slab etalon. The L FD L -1 is a broadband laser that requires 

continuous m onitoring and adjustm ent during operation.

In 1997 a Rayleigh lidar was installed at PFRR as part o f a 

collaborative relationship between the Com m unications Research 

Laboratory (CRL) and the Geophysical Institute o f  the University o f  Alaska, 

Fairbanks (GI-UAF). The Rayleigh lidar system employs a powerful solid- 

state N d-Y AG laser m anufactured by the Continuum  Laser Corporation o f  

Santa Clara, CA. This laser is a Continuum  model 8020. The lidar system 

uses Rayleigh scatter to profile the stratosphere and m esosphere. The data
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from the Rayleigh lidar has been used to determ ine the tem perature profile 

o f the m iddle atm osphere from 40 to 80 km [M izutani et. ah, 2000; Cutler, 

2000; Cutler et. al., 2001]. One lim itation o f Rayleigh lidar tem peratures is 

that they require a seed tem perature in the upper atm osphere, but with a seed 

tem perature Rayleigh lidars are quite accurate.

The lidar signal obtained with the GI-UAF N a resonance lidar and the 

CRL Rayleigh lidar on the night o f  14-15 N ovem ber 1997 is plotted in 

Figure 1.3. The resonance lidar signal decays with altitude up to 

approxim ately 60 km. This signal is due to the Rayleigh scatter from the air. 

As the air density decreases with altitude so does the lidar signal. Betw een 

70 and 110 km the resonance scattered signal from atomic N a is clearly 

visible. To create this resonance interaction the N a lidar operates at a 

w avelength o f  589 nm. Light at 589 nm is yellow  in color and resonantly 

couples with atomic Na. This resonant coupling is approxim ately 1016 times 

greater than Rayleigh scattering. The Rayleigh lidar signal also decreases 

with altitude like the Na system. How ever the solid-state laser in the 

Rayleigh system produces laser pulses that have larger energies than the dye 

laser so the lidar signal from the Rayleigh system at lower altitudes is larger. 

The solid-state laser also operates at a w avelength o f  532 nm. L ight at 532 

nm is a green color and does not resonantly couple with atomic Na (or any 

other atomic metal). The lack o f  resonant coupling between the Rayleigh
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laser light and the metal layer atoms renders those layers («90 km) invisible 

to the Rayleigh lidar system.

The goal o f operating both resonance and Rayleigh lidar systems at 

PFRR is to yield concurrent m easurem ents in the upper m esosphere and 

lower therm osphere with resonance lidar and m esosphere and upper 

stratosphere with Rayleigh lidar. These m easurem ents support studies o f the 

m iddle atmosphere from lower altitudes where waves and tides are 

generated to higher altitudes where these waves break and drive m ean flow.

In 1999 GI-UAF acquired an excim er pum ped dye laser system from 

the Lambda Physik Corporation o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL. This laser system 

consists o f  a Lambda Physik model LPX210i excim er laser coupled with a 

Lambda Physik model Scanmate 2 dye laser. The excim er laser is a XeCl 

laser and operates at a wavelength o f  308 nm, w hich is ultraviolet (UV) light 

(Hecht, 1992). The light from the excim er laser is used to pum p or excite 

the Scanmate 2 dye laser. This Lam bda Physik laser system, built nearly 20 

years later, is considerably more sophisticated than the Candela LFDL-1. 

The Scanmate 2 can operate with a wide variety o f  laser dyes and so can be 

used to measure a variety o f  atm ospheric species (i.e. Na at 589 nm, Fe at 

372 nm and 374 nm, and N 2+ at 392 nm). Furtherm ore, the Scanmate 2  laser 

is engineered with a precision grating to allow changing the operating 

wavelength in 1pm steps. For com parison the LFDL-1 is lim ited to
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m easurem ents o f  Na because it is unable to pump the dye used for Fe, and is 

m aintained at a single wavelength to maximize the signal from  the N a layer. 

The Scanmate 2 generates laser light at a greater intensity and w avelength 

stability than the LFDL-1. These properties o f  the Scanmate 2 allow it to 

make better resonance lidar measurements.

1.5 The Goal and Scope of this Study

The goal o f  this thesis is to make tem perature m easurem ents o f  the 

m esosphere using a Fe Boltzm ann tem perature lidar. To achieve this goal 

three steps needed to be completed. First the Lam bda Physik laser system  

had to be installed at PFRR, and integrated with the lidar receiver system. 

Then the performance o f  the new lidar had to be characterized with N a so 

that the new data could be com pared with the previously collected data taken 

at the PFRR site. Lastly the lidar needed to be characterized with Fe so that 

the Fe Boltzm ann temperature m easurem ents could be made.

Bringing the new lidar system online and characterizing it with N a 

allows continuity with the past 6  years o f  m easurem ents at PFRR. Getting a 

chance to use the higher resolution capabilities o f  the new lidar during the 

Leonids m eteor shower would also add to the existing data-set at PFRR.
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H aving a large data-set spanning 6  years provides im portant inform ation and 

is used to determine small trends such as the debated global w arm ing trend.

Once the lidar system was characterized the next goal was to change 

the system over to UV operation and make m easurem ents o f the 

m esospheric Fe layer. M aking regular m easurements o f  Fe w ith N a will add 

to the quality o f  data collected in that two sim ultaneous m easurem ents allow  

for uncertainty. An example o f  this uncertainty in m easurem ents is the 

discovery o f m eteor trails in lidar m easurements [Kane and G ardner, 1993]. 

Originally thought to be noise meteor trails m easured at the same site 

sim ultaneously on two different systems revealed that the trails w ere real 

phenom ena and not noise. Analysis o f  two sim ultaneous data-sets would 

greatly assist in current gravity wave research and provide another indicator 

o f  the state o f  the mesosphere. Having two sim ultaneous data-sets allow  the 

determ ination o f what environmental factors affect the metals.

The last goal was to make mesospheric tem perature m easurem ents 

w ith the Fe Boltzm ann technique [Gelbwachs, 1994]. Showing this would 

highlight that with a relatively uncomplicated lidar system it is possible to 

m ake valuable measurements o f  m esospheric tem peratures. To date there 

are very few lidar m easurements o f m esospheric tem perature. These 

m easurem ents would be critical in the analysis o f  the current R aleigh 

tem perature lidar also at the site by providing the seed tem perature needed
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for the Rayleigh analysis. W ith Rayleigh and Fe Boltzm ann factor lidars the 

PFR R  site could provide valuable high latitude atm ospheric tem perature 

m easurem ents from 30 to 90 km in altitude.
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Chapter 2: Spectroscopy

2.1 Introduction

The alkali atoms (i.e. lithium  (Li), sodium (Na), potassium  (K), 

rubidium  (Rb), and cesium (Cs)) like hydrogen are the prototypes for one- 

electron atom ic electronic transitions [Herzberg, 1944; A tkins, 1991]. The 

atomic num ber determines the nuclear charge o f atom s because it defines the 

num ber o f protons in the nucleus. The nuclear charge then determ ines the 

num ber o f electrons in the atom ’s electronic shell. The nuclear charge also 

determines how  tightly bound electrons are. Atom s with high nuclear 

charge have orbitals that are compressed such that the electrons are restricted 

to space closer to the nucleus. Alkali atoms contain filled inner shells and 

have one valence electron. The observed spectral em issions are due to 

transitions by this single valence electron.

The sm aller alkali metals (i.e. Li, Na, and K) have less com plicated 

em ission spectra than the larger atoms (i.e. Rb, Cs, and Fe). This difference 

in spectra betw een large and small atoms is due to the reduced nuclear 

charge. Reducing the nuclear charge reduces the effects o f  spin-orbit
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coupling. In this chapter we give a brief overview  o f quantum  m echanics as 

it applies to the fine and hyperfine structure o f  atoms.

2.2 The Fine Structure

The fine structure in atomic spectra arises from the splitting o f  energy 

levels due to spin-orbit coupling. The splitting is a result o f  an interaction 

betw een the m agnetic field due to the orbital angular m om entum  denoted 1, 

and the m agnetic field due to the intrinsic spin o f the electron denoted s. 

Orbital angular momentum is created by the electron’s m otion about the 

nucleus. The electron’s m otion represents a m oving charge and thus is a 

current. This current induces a magnetic field. The spin angular m om entum  

is much like this representing a spinning charge. Likewise the spinning 

charge represents a current which produces a m agnetic field. B oth I and s 

are vectors w ith quantized m agnitudes as required by quantum  m echanics. 

Each quantity has a corresponding quantum  num ber / and w hich are 

required to have integer, or half integer values. The m om entum  vectors 1 

and s couple vectorialy to give the total angular m omentum  vector, j = 1 + s. 

Total angular momentum is also quantized and has corresponding quantum  

num ber j ,again constrained to be integer or ha lf integer in value. Coupling
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spin and orbit momentum described by quantum num bers / and 5 leads to 

possible values of,

j =  |/ +  4  |/ + s| - 1 , \ l - s \. [2 . 1 ]

H ow  these tw o magnetic fields interact, either in a positive m anner or 

negatively, define the splitting due to spin-orbit coupling [Atkins, 1991].

Since this coupling is occurring in regards to a single electron, lower

case letters are used to indicate these are the momentum vectors and values 

for that electron. When these values are applied to the entire atom, then 

upper-case values are used. For the alkali atoms, there is only one valence 

electron so the electron m omentum  values are the values for the entire atom. 

In m ulti-valence electron atoms, the individual m omenta o f  the electrons 

m ust be com bined to determine the overall momentum o f  the atom.

As the size o f the atom grows so does the splitting due to the spin- 

orbit coupling. If  we take the orbital angular momentum as constant for an 

orbital, increasing the nuclear charge increases the speed o f  the electron 

w hen it is near the nucleus and thus also increases the associated magnetic 

field. In addition to this increase, as the nuclear charge increases the orbitals 

are com pressed. The com pression refers to a shrinking o f  the orbital size 

due to the increased attraction o f  the nucleus. Since the nuclear charge has 

increased, the electrons are constrained closer to the nucleus. Since the 

electrons are closer, they are exposed to higher magnetic fields. The energy
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level splitting, based on the nuclear charge, increases proportional to zN4 

where zN is the nuclear charge [Atkins, 1991],

The effect o f nuclear charge is seen in the fine structure splitting o f 

N a and Fe. In Na there is no fine structure splitting o f  the ground state, but 

the fine structure splitting in the excited state is «27 cm ' 1 [Wiese, et. al., 

1969]. In com parison Fe fine structure splitting o f  the ground state and the 

first excited state is «416 cm ' 1 [Fuhr, et. al., 1988]. It is the presence o f  fine 

structure splitting in the ground state and the magnitude o f  the splitting that 

causes there to be a population difference, that is dependant on tem perature, 

betw een the tw o states [Atkins, 1994]. This population difference m akes 

tem perature m easurem ents with the Boltzm ann technique useful for Fe. In 

N a there is no separation o f  the ground state due to fine structure splitting.

2.3 Hyperfine Splitting

The hyperfine structure in atomic spectroscopy arises from an 

interaction betw een the magnetic field o f the electron in a spin orbital and 

the m agnetic field o f the nucleus. Just like the coupled spin and orbital 

angular m om entum , J , give the electrons an associated m agnetic field, the 

nucleus also has angular momentum, I, and an associated m agnetic field.
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The vectors J  and I couple vectorialy to give F = J  + I where F is the total 

angular m om entum  including nuclear spin. Again F  quantum  num ber values 

are given by the Clebsch-Gordan series,

F = \ J  + J\, \J + 1\- 1, \J-A-[2-2]

W hile the angular momentum o f the nucleus is equivalent to the angular 

m om entum  o f the electron the m ass o f  the nucleus is m uch greater than the 

mass o f  the electron. This difference in mass means that to achieve an 

am ount o f  angular momentum the nucleus does not need as m uch m otion as 

the electron. The slower m otion o f  the nucleus decreases the current caused 

by the m otion o f  the charged nucleus and the decreased current reduces the 

corresponding magnetic field. The nuclear m agnetic field is approxim ately 

1000 tim es sm aller than the field associated with an electron. Because the 

fields associated with the hyperfm e structure are so small it is no surprise 

that the splitting o f energy levels is also typically 2 0 0 0  times sm aller than 

the fine structure splitting [Atkins, 1991].

E lectrons that come into direct contact w ith the nucleus, for example 

the s orbital electrons, can couple with the m agnetic field o f the nucleus 

through a Fermi contact interaction. The Fermi contact interaction can be 

view ed as a non-dipolar interaction. In this type o f interaction the electron is 

so close to the nucleus that the nucleus no longer affects the electron as i f  

they w ere both point charges. The nucleus in the Fermi contact interaction
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is equivalent to a loop o f current with the diam eter o f  the nucleus. Only 

electrons that come into direct contact w ith the nucleus experience this kind 

o f  angular m omentum  coupling. This restriction is because only these 

electrons can be close enough to experience the nuclear force as anything 

other than a point charge.

W hile the Fermi contact interaction occurs most strongly with s 

electrons, other types o f orbitals can also experience energy splitting due to 

nuclear interactions. The p orbitals can be split due to nuclear coupling 

because they are close enough to experience a dipole type coupling. The p 

orbital energy splitting is m uch smaller than the direct coupling o f  the s 

electrons through Fermi contact interaction. Orbitals farther away have 

interactions that result in negligible energy level splitting for Na and Fe 

[Atkins, 1991]. In both Fe and Na, the hyperfine splitting is not large 

enough to have energy level population differences due to tem perature.

2.4 Spectroscopy of Sodium

Sodium (Na), with an atomic m ass o f  23 (23Na), is the second lightest 

o f  the alkali earth metals. Na has two filled inner shells ( l s 22s22p6) and one 

valence electron in the outer shell (3s1) [Atkins, 1994; Cotton, 1967]. The
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observed spectral emissions are due to transitions o f  N a ’s single valence 

electron between different electronic states. The transition observed by most 

lidar systems is the Na D line transition, which occurs at 589 nm and has an
o m

Einstein A coefficient o f  0.63x10 Hz. The ease o f  handling gaseous Na in 

the laboratory and simple quantum  m echanical description explain 

widespread use o f Na in experimental studies o f quantum  m echanics 

[Demtroder, 1996].

Na has a single valence electron that occupies a 3s orbital w hen Na is 

in the ground state. Figure 2.1 shows the G rotrian diagram  for Na. For a 3s 

electron L=0 and S= l/2  so J=T/2 and the term  for the ground state is Sj/2- 

This ground state o f Na is split into two levels by hyperfine interactions.

9 9 ^ 1  •

The excited state for the D transition (Is  2s 2 p 3p ) places the 3s electron in

the 3p orbit. For the excited state L=1 and S = l/2  so the J values are J=3/2

2 2and J=T/2. There are therefore two terms in the excited state P 3/2 and P i /2 

due to spin orbit coupling or fine structure effects.
2 9 #

The hyperfine structure for sodium causes the Sj/2 state to split into
9 9

two levels, the P j/2 state to split into two levels and the P 3/2 state to split 

into four levels. Nuclear spin (I) for Na is 3/2 [Herzberg, 1944].

From the Clebsch-Gordan series there are either 2J+1 energy levels if  J>I or

21+1 energy levels if  J<I. For the 2S ]/2 and 2P J/2 states F =  {2,1}, for 2P 3/2

  0
state F = {3,2,1,0}. The separation o f the P states due to J leads to two
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spectral lines that are transitions from 2S 1/2 to  P 1/2 and 1/2 to 2P3/2. The 

separations o f  the D lines are labeled D] for the 2S ,/2 to 2P 1/2 transitions and
2 2

D 2 for the S 1/2 to P3/2 transitions. In the D 2 line there is further distinction

in the labeling o f  the hyperfine structure o f  the transition lines. T ransitions
2 2 

from Si/2(F= 2 ) level to “P3/2 states are labeled D 2a and transitions from

2S,/2(F = 1 ) level to “P3/2 states are labeled D 2b- This labeling o f  hyperfine

lines occurs because the hyperfine splitting o f  the 2S ]/2 state is m uch larger

than the hyperfine splitting in the 2P3/2 state. The difference in the splitting

m agnitude o f  these two energy levels is due to the strong coupling o f  s

electrons w ith nuclear angular momentum as compared to the w eak coupling

with p electrons.

There are six possible transitions in the Na D 2 spectral line because 

transitions from 2Si/2(F=1) to 2P3/2(F=3) and 2Si/2(F=2) to 2P 3/2(F=0), require 

a change in J o f  2, which is forbidden by selection rules. J can only change 

by 0 or ±1. Using a central wavelength for the Na D 2 line o f  589.15826 nm 

in vacuo [Fricke and von Zahn, 1994], the different frequency offsets, listed 

in Table 2.1, from this value give an idea o f  how small the splitting due to 

nuclear spin is.

Ideally the emissions associated with atomic transitions w ould be 

m onochrom atic with lines appearing as delta functions. H ow ever, due to the 

finite lifetim e o f  the states there is a range o f  energies for each state, w hich
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causes lifetim e broadening to occur. Lifetime broadening gives a spread in 

frequency to the emission, and the shape o f this spread in frequency is 

term ed the lineshape. At 0 K the only broadening would be lifetime 

broadening o f  these lines. The lifetime broadening is given by,

Av = A /(2tt). [2.3]

W here A is the sum o f Einstein A coefficients for transitions from the upper 

state and the lower state. Since the lower state is the ground state there are 

no transitions from it to a lower state (there is no state lower than the ground 

state) so only transitions from the upper state need to be addressed. The D 

transition is also the fundamental transition for Na, so the lifetime 

broadening can be closely approximated using the D transition only. For Na 

the lifetim e broadening is «0.0003 cm"1. This lifetime or natural broadening 

yields a lineshape that has a Lorentzian shape.

For any sample that is not at 0 K there will be some m ovem ent o f  the 

atoms. In a gaseous sample this leads to inhom ogeneous broadening. In a 

gas, at some tem perature T, each o f  the atoms present will be m oving in a 

random  direction at a specific speed. Different atoms will have different 

speeds and this speed distribution is called a M axwell distribution. The 

fractional num ber o f  a tom s,/, at a specific speed, 5, in the gas will be given

by,
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f ( s ) =  4 M
2 n R T

2 _f Ms 2/  )

s 2e ' /lRT> [2.4]

where M  is the particle mass in grams, R is the universal gas constant (8.31 

J/(Km ol)), and T is the tem perature in Kelvin [Atkins, 1994].

W hile the speed o f  the particles is given by the above equation, the 

direction o f  each is random. For a fixed observer some particles will be 

m oving tow ard the observer, some will be m oving away, and some will 

appear to be fixed by m oving orthogonally to the observer’s line o f  sight. 

For a particle m oving away from a light source, the light appears to be at a 

longer wavelength. To particles m oving toward the light source the 

w avelength appears shorter than the motionless case. This w avelength shift 

is the classic D oppler effect. Thus a m onochrom atic source appears to the 

population to have a distribution o f  wavelengths. Similarly, for a radiating 

gas, the observer sees a distribution o f  wavelengths rather than a 

m onochrom atic source. This broadening is term ed inhom ogeneous 

broadening as different populations o f atoms contribute the different 

w avelength components. In this case the populations are defined by their 

velocity projection along the path o f  the laser. Inhom ogeneous broadening 

can also arise from a gas where a population o f isotopes is present. Because 

the speeds have a random distribution about zero, the line em ission appears 

as a Gaussian function. Adding the presence o f m otion due to lifetime
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broadening to the Doppler broadening yields a Voigt function. Near 200 K 

the Doppler effects broaden the lineshape much more than the lifetime 

broadening so a Gaussian shape is an accurate approxim ation for the 

lineshape [Verdeyen, 1981].

W hile Doppler broadening is not terribly large, the differences in 

energy o f the hyperfine splitting o f  the sodium  D 2 line are o f  similar 

magnitude. This similarity causes the lines to overlap even at modest 

tem peratures usually so that there are only two lines discernable, the D 2a and 

the D 2b lines. The hyperfine line groups, D2a and D 2b, are shown in Figure 

2.1. The D oppler width at 200 K is 2 pm, while from Table 2.1 the splitting 

betw een the individual hyperfine structure levels is about 0.06 pm for the 

D 2b group o f  lines, and 0.11 pm for the D2a group o f lines, from Table 2.1. 

The splitting betw een the D 2a and D 2b lines is about 2 pm, which is the same 

as the Doppler width. D oppler broadening causes the small hyperfine 

splitting lines w ithin the a and b branches to be completely obscured, and 

only the two m ain branches are discernable. At higher tem peratures the 

D oppler width increases which begins to obscure even these two branches 

[Fricke and von Zahn, 1994].
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2.5 Spectroscopy of Iron

Iron with an atomic m ass o f  56 (56Fe), is in the m iddle o f  the transition 

elements o f  the periodic table. Iron has three filled inner shells 

( l s 22s22p63s23p6) and has eight valence electrons in its outer shell (4s23d6) 

[Atkins, 1994; Cotton, 1967]. Because the spectral lines o f  an atom are due 

to the transitions o f valence electrons, Fe has a much richer spectrum  than 

Na. The large num ber valence electrons and high nuclear charge o f  Fe 

atoms leads to a complicated quantum  m echanical description. The 

com plicated description o f  Fe m eans that currently num erical m ethods must 

be used to model F e’s structure. Using num erical m ethods m eans the 

spectra not absolutely determ ined due to approxim ation errors in numerical 

methods. W ith smaller atoms these errors are not to large but as the atoms 

get heavier these errors get larger. Because o f  approxim ation errors the 

values for the spectral lines o f  m ost atoms, and especially heavy atoms like 

Fe, are experim entally m easured [Fuhr et. al., 1988].

The ground state o f  Fe is described by the term a3D and several 

different transitions are possible from this state. The G rotrian diagram  o f Fe 

is shown in Figure 2.2. For a5D, S =  2, 2, which yields {4,3,2,1,0}.

For a3D the ground state is a5D 4, and the next state is a5D 3 w hich is split by 

415.9 cm"1. Because the valence electrons in Fe reside in d orbitals the
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hyperfine structure is negligibly small in Fe. The fine structure splitting in 

Fe how ever is much larger than that o f  Na. This m agnitude is caused by the 

increased nuclear charge. In Fe the nuclear charge is tw ice the nuclear 

charge o f  Na. The ground state splitting in Fe is due to fine structure 

splitting, and has an energy o f  488.1 cm ' 1 [Fuhr et. al., 1988]. In N a the 

ground state splitting is due to hyperfine splitting with splitting energy o f 

0.59 cm ’ 1 [Fricke and von Zahn, 1994] for Na. The small splitting energy in 

the ground state o f Na means there is not a large difference in populations o f 

the split ground state. However, in Fe the splitting values are quite large and 

some o f the energy levels in the ground state are virtually unpopulated.

fraction o f  the total population that is in each state is calculated by using 

B oltzm ann’s equation for the population o f  a state,

where Nj is the population, gj is the degeneracy, and E, is the energy in state 

i,Nj is the population, gj is the degeneracy, and Ej is the energy in state k 

is B oltzm ann’s constant (1.38x1 O' 23 J/K), and T is the absolute tem perature 

(K). From this we can see that to get optimal tem perature sensitivity the 

change in energy needs to be close to the value o f  kT (139 cm ' 1 at 200 K).

The Fe ground state is split into five different states. The

[2.5]
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At a typical m esospheric tem perature o f 200 K the ratio o f  the populations in 

such a system, assum ing the states have equal degeneracies, is N 0«3 N l5 

where N 0 is the lower state, and Nj is the upper state in the transition. For 

Fe at 200 K  m ost o f  the atoms («96% ) are in the lowest energy level, a small 

portion («4% ) are in the first excited state, and a negligible amount o f  atoms 

in the rest o f  the states (<1%). The populations o f  the different a5D states 

are shown in Table 2.2. In Na the populations are not tem perature 

dependant due to the small splitting energy. The difference in energy for Fe 

is approxim ately 3.5 times larger than the amount desired for maximum 

sensitivity, whereas the difference for Na is 235 tim es sm aller than the 

desired am ount for maximum sensitivity.

The only two states in Fe that have appreciable populations are the 

ground state and first excited state. Transitions from these two states to the 

excited z 5F°  state occur at 372 nm (actual value 371.993 nm) and 374 nm 

(actual value 373.713 nm). The separation o f these two lines is 1.7nm. The 

transitions from the a5D state to the z5F° state are all listed in Table 2.3. The 

D oppler w idth at m esospheric tem peratures is slightly narrow er than Na but 

still approxim ately 2 pm. These lines are well separated. Even if  the two 

lines were probed with a broad laser line ( « 1 0 0 pm) there would be no 

overlap. The population o f these two states and thus their separation in



wavelength m ake Fe a good candidate for m easuring tem peratures by 

spectral techniques.



Table 2.1: Offsets for the sc
spl

Ddium D2 line due to hyperfine 
tting.

Line
Number

2Sl/2 ^3/2 Wavelength (pm)

JDCM

Q

1 F -1 F=2 -1.2633
2 F -1 -1.2234
3 F -0 -1.2051

D2a 4 F ”= 2 F -3 0.7197
5 F -2 0.7879
6 F -1 0.8279

Table 2.2: Transitions from the zbD state to the
z 5F° s'tate.

AX. energy J"
Energy

J'

(nm) (cm-1) (cm-1)
371.993 0 4 26875 5
373.713 415.9 3 27167 4
374.556 704 2 27395 3
374.826 888.1 1 27560 2
374.59 978.1 0 27666 1
367.991 0 4 27167 4
370.557 415.9 3 27395 3
372.256 704 2 27560 2
373.332 888.1 1 27666 1
368.305 415.9 3 27560 2
370.782 704 2 27666 1



Table 2.3: Populations of the 
levels in Fe z5D term

J value Population (%)
4 95.86
3 3.74
2 0.34
1 0.05
0 0.01
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Figure 2.1: The Grotrian Diagram for Na showing the hyperfine structure.
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Figure 2 .2 : The Grotrian diagram for Fe.
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Chapter 3: The Lidar Equation and System performance

3.1 The Lidar Equation

The lidar equation is used to model the expected lidar signal in terms 

o f the characteristics o f  the lidar system, the atm osphere and the atom or 

m olecule o f  interest. From this equation the expected signal from a given 

height or target in the atm osphere is calculated. The lidar equation takes on 

a num ber o f  forms that can be used for different applications [M easures 

1992].

In resonance work, the photons used to measure a particular species 

are tuned to a specific frequency that matches an energy transition in that 

target species. These are primarily electronic transitions when exam ining 

atomic species. For resonance applications the lidar equation takes the form,

ELRL̂ t
h e /
/A

[p(z)C^Az]-
4nz

[3.1]

Here N  (z) is the expected num ber o f  photons that are counted by the 

receiver (i.e. photon counts) from a specific altitude range, z±Az/2. This
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step in range o f  size z±Az/2 is termed a range bin because it represents the 

m inim um  altitude resolution the m easurem ents are recorded in. We 

im plicitly assume that the altitude resolution Az is less than the spatial extent 

o f  the laser pulse. The equation has been divided into four distinct terms. 

These term s, from left to right, are; the optical efficiency and atmospheric 

transm ission, the number o f  photons transm itted, the probability o f 

scattering by the atoms o f  interest, and the probability o f  the receiver 

telescope intercepting the scattered light.

The first term represents the efficiency o f  the receiver, r|, and the two- 

way transm ission o f the atm osphere T . The efficiency o f  the receiver 

includes the transm ission o f  the optics (»50% ) and the quantum  efficiency o f 

the photon detector, typically a photom ultiplier tube («10% ). The two way 

transm ission o f  the atm osphere allows for losses in the signal traveling to 

and from the mesospheric metal layer. The losses occur predom inantly in 

the troposphere where clouds and aerosols occur also in the troposphere the 

atm osphere is much denser than in the stratosphere and m esosphere. For 

clear sky conditions at PFRR the two-way transm ission o f  the atm osphere 

has a value o f  «25%.

The second term is the num ber o f  photons transm itted by the laser.

The total num ber o f laser pulses is given by the product RiAt, where R L is 

the repetition rate o f the laser in pulses per second (pps) and At is the time
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interval over which the measurement is integrated. EL is the laser pulse 

energy (J) and (hc/A) is the energy per photon, w here h is P lanck’s constant 

(6.63x1 O'34 Js), c is the speed o f  light (3 .0 0 x l0 8 m/s), and A is the 

w avelength o f  the laser light (m).

The third term defines the probability that scattering occurs. The term 

p(z) is the density o f  scattering atoms (Nj in chapter 2) (m '3), Cefr is the 

effective scattering cross section and Az is the range resolution o f  the 

measurement. Ceff represents the shininess o f  the scattering atom s and is a 

function o f  the laser lineshape as well as the resonance absorption lineshape 

o f  the scattering atoms.

Finally the last term represents the fraction o f  scattered photons that 

are intercepted by the telescope. Assum ing the scattering atom s radiate 

isotropically then the scattered radiation is uniform ly distributed over a 

sphere o f  surface area 4nz by the time signal returns to the ground. Thus

the telescope o f area A intercepts a fraction, A/(47tz ), o f the scattered

For Rayleigh scattering the scattering is not isotropic, but has a dipole 

scattering function. In this case the backscatter cross section used is cr" 

rather than C eff, where,

photons.

a R.  = 5.45
550 [3.2]
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Accordingly the final term o f the lidar equation becom es (A /z2) which is the

solid angle in steradians substended by the receiver telescope [M easures,

W here Kj is a constant made by com bining all the constants not included in 

this equation from the lidar equation. The Rayleigh photon returns for this 

same system are,

W here K] is the same constant and Pa(zr) is the density o f  the air at altitude 

zR. By taking the ratio o f  the resonance and Rayleigh signals we can get a 

m easurem ent o f the resonance species density, p(z), that does not depend on 

laser power, receiver efficiency, or changing atm ospheric conditions,

N s i z ) zl < 4 TC

z K j c

This is an extremely useful result and shows that the resonance lidar system 

is se lf calibrating. As long as the cr* and Cefr term s are know n, no other

1992].

From the lidar equation for a resonance system we have,

N A z h 5 A
4 7JZ

[3.3]

R

[3.4]



constants in the system actually need to be independently calculated to m ake 

m easurements.

In the ideal case o f a dark sky and a noiseless receiver system  the 

above equations would correctly calculate the expected return signal for 

R ayleigh and resonance lidar work. However, there are stars and other 

background light in the sky, and the photom ultiplier tubes used to m easure 

the signal have noise. To take these additional effects into account the 

equations used are modified.

N,(z)=NXz)+Nt + N<, [3.6]

In this equation N t(z) represents the total photon counts, N s(z) represents the 

total photon counts due to the scattering o f  laser light, N b represents the 

photon counts background sky, and N d represents the dark counts in the 

photom ultiplier tube (PMT). It is im portant to note that neither N b nor N d 

are height dependent. These two quantities are constant over the extent o f 

the profile. This property allows the sum (Nb + N d) to be easily determ ined 

by taking a measurement o f the total counts at a height where there is no 

laser signal. The term (Nb + N d) is then subtracted from the total (N t) to get 

the actual signal counts (Ns).

Photon counting is a statistical process with a Poisson distribution. 

The actual measurement has a variance equal to the expected value. Thus 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) may be written as,

53
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N NSNR = — — = ■ [3.7]
AN, ^N, + Nb+ Nd

This statistical uncertainty determines the fundamental trade-off betw een the 

resolution and accuracy o f the measurement. The m easurem ent can be 

integrated over time and/or altitude (increasing At and/or Az) to increase the 

signal levels and obtain the required accuracy at the expense o f  m easurem ent 

resolution.

3.2 The Effective Scattering Cross Section

The effective scattering cross section Ceff, depends on the laser system 

used and the atomic transition. Ceff results from the overlap betw een the 

Gaussian spectral shape o f  the laser line and the spectral line o f  the atom. 

For exam ple, in sodium the D 2 line has a typical full-w idth-half-m axim um  

(The width o f  the line, due to lifetime and Doppler broadening, at h a lf the 

m axim um  value) o f  2 to 4 pm. The absorption cross section (ACS), for this 

is given by [Verdeyne 1981],

S 2

n"'.1QQ
l ....

_2 i . 8 n
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Here XDiis the wavelength o f  the sodium D 2 line, ADi is the E instein A 

coefficient for this transition, and g, and g2 are the degeneracies for the 

upper and low er states in this transition. This value has units o f  m 2 and 

gives the effective area, per atom for scattering a photon o f light at the 

w avelength ADi . In real samples, the atoms have thermal velocities and the 

D 2 line is D oppler broadened. The Doppler broadening allows atoms to 

interact w ith photons o f  light that are not exactly at the wavelength. The 

rms w idth o f  this broadening crd, depends on the thermal velocity o f  the atom 

[Verdeyne, 1981],

iNJT

a ° = A ~ '  [3>9]

W here N a is A vagadro’s number (6 .0 2 x l0 23 m o l'1), k is B oltzm ann’s 

constant (1 .3 8 x l0 '13 J/K), M is the m olecular or atomic m ass (kg), X is the 

w avelength o f  the transition (m), and T is the tem perature (K).

A tunable laser can probe the wavelength dependence o f  Cefr- W hen 

the laser w avelength is identical to the center wavelength o f  the transition 

), Ceff is a maximum. This maximum value is given by [Verdeyne

1981],

a t  c i-----------
Q max =   where a ,  = J<r2D+ a 2L . [3.10]

2 7T(7e
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W here <j 2l is the rms w idth o f  the laser line. Ceff then, is the effective 

scattering cross section per atom based on the laser and transition 

characteristics.

3.3 Data Collection

From  the lidar equation we see that a raw data profile can be acquired 

from a num ber (R.LAt) o f  laser shots. This is an individual profile with a 

basic resolution defined by At and Az. The raw profiles can subsequently be 

integrated in time, by sum m ing a series o f  profiles, or in space, by summing 

a series o f  range bins, to yield a given statistical significance for numerical 

analysis o f  the data. Therefore we collect the data at the highest resolution 

(sm allest At and Az) that allows us to assess the data quality in real time. 

Typically resonance data is collected at a resolution o f  At «500 to 1000 

integrated laser shots and Az «75 m to yield an individual profile. An 

example o f the real-time data acquisition display is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Profiles are further collected into sets o f  profiles. For example shown in 

Figure 3.1 are profiles 1 through 8 o f  set 30 for the night o f 1-2 D ecem ber 

2000. Listed is the profile num ber, the time, photon counts from various 

altitudes, the total signal is calculated for the metal layer, and the ‘per shot’
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is the photon counts received from the metal layer per shot o f  the laser. In 

the bottom  o f  Figure 3.1 is a plot o f  each profile.

W hile profiles make up the highest resolution that the lidar data is 

collected, sets are arbitrary groups o f  these profiles. There are several 

purposes for grouping the profiles into sets that make the file size 

manageable and divide the data into logical groups. Grouping data collected 

at a particular wavelength setting sim plifies the handling o f  the data by 

collecting sim ilar profiles into sets; each saved to one file. For example, one 

set may contain profiles taken at a w avelength while then next set may 

contain profiles taken at a different w avelength X,2. This distinction, 

imposed during data collection, sim plifies the archiving and processing o f 

data.

Profiles represent the sm allest resolution the data is stored as and is a 

collection o f  photon returns or shots taken. Sets are then arbitrary or logical 

groupings o f  these profiles used to simplify data storage and processing and 

correspond to individual data files. These two structures make up a data-set 

for a given night.
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Set 30 0 2 /1 2 /0 0  DC01LP S h o ts  BOO Lai 05.00 Lon" 147,00

ofile Time Ray SO-’80 8 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 2 0 Tot, Sig, Per Shot
1 00:18:53 15 2308 5711 2473 3313 4 A

2 00:19:36 13 2402 5654- 2363 3192 3.9

3 00:20:17 13 2222 5915 2330 3093 4.6

A 00:20:50 23 2383 5075 2390 3492 4,3
5 00:21:39 7 2546 S260 2587 3723 4,8

6 00:22:22 9 2035 6318 2752 3683 4.6

7 00:23:03 7 24-79 04-37 2719 3958 4,9

G 00:23:47 19 235i 6263 2327 3912 4,8

120

110

100

90

CO

70

\ J

I  1

Figure 3.1: Acquisition display on the night o f  1-2 D ecem ber 2000 for 
profiles 1 to 8 o f  set 30. The N a layer is clearly visible betw een 80 and 100

km.
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Chapter 4: N a C alibration  a n d  M ea su rem en ts

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we analyze the perform ance o f  the lidar m easurem ents 

o f  the m esospheric Na layer. We compare the perform ance o f  the 

flashlam p-pum ped dye laser system (the L FD L -1 laser) and the excim er- 

pum ped dye laser system (the LPX210i and Scanmate 2 dye laser). We also 

study the tuning stability o f the Lam bda Physik laser system by m aking Na 

lidar m easurements at 1 pm resolution.

4.2 Comparison of laser systems

On the night o f 6-7 Novem ber 2000, lidar m easurem ents o f  the N a 

layer were made with both the flashlam p-pum ped (L FD L -1) and excim er- 

pum ped (Scanmate 2) dye lasers. W hile the laser transm itter w as changed 

during the night, the receiver system rem ained the same in both cases. The 

photon count profiles are plotted in Figure 4.1. The photon count profiles 

represent the signal obtained over 2000 laser shots. For the Scanm ate 2
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system the data represents the data taken for all o f  set 12, 4 profiles o f  500 

laser shots each. For the LFDL-1 the data represents all o f  set 19, 8 profiles 

o f  1000 shots each. The LFDL-1 data was divided by 4 to have a direct, 

2000 shot com parison between the two systems. The photon count results 

used in the com parison are summarized in Table 4.1.

From the Rayleigh signal we see that the Scanmate 2 laser has 

(1430/273) =  5.2 times more energy per pulse than the LFDL-1 laser. The 

Rayleigh signal has a relatively weak (k '4) dependence on w avelength and 

laser linewidth so the difference represents a difference in energy per pulse. 

For the resonance counts we see that the Scanmate 2 laser yields resonance 

signals (9258/774) = 12 times larger than the LFDL-1 laser. W hile 5.2 o f 

this is due to the differences in laser energy (12.0/5.2) = 2.3 o f  this is due to 

the differences in Ceff. The Scanmate 2 laser has a narrow er lineshape and 

more stable wavelength (i.e. vL remains constant) than the LFDL-1 laser. 

Furtherm ore the LFDL-1 operates at 7.5 Hz while the Scanm ate 2 laser 

operated at 20 Hz. In terms o f the lidar equation the Scanm ate 2 increased 

E l by a factor o f  5.2, Ceff by a factor o f 2.3, and RL by a factor o f  2.7 relative 

to the LFDL-1. For a given resolution (At, Az) the Scanmate 2 will yield 32 

tim es more signal than the LFDL-1. In general the Scanmate 2 can operate 

at 50 Hz and this increases the improvement to 81 times that o f  the LFDL-1.
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4.3 Experimental Determination of Ceff

From chapter 3 we have determined Ceff as a function o f  absorption 

linewidth and laser linewidth. For analysis o f Na the absorption feature 

appears as a doublet with the feature m odeled as two Gaussian curves [Bills 

et. al., 1991]. This fine structure doublet is an approxim ation to the 

hyperfine structure which involves six transitions [Fricke and von Zahn, 

1988]. Thus the effective scattering cross section can be m odeled as,

Ceff =  a a-exp -((vL - va)2/(2 a e2)) + a b-exp -((vL - vb)2/(2 a e2)) [4.1 ]

w here

a ,  = (20/32M (A 2,V )/(16 jt2a e)) [4.2]

and

a b = (12/32)-((A21k2)/(167i2Ge)). [4.3]

For our analysis we make lidar measurements at a series o f 

w avelength settings. I f  the Na density and the system param eters rem ain 

constant then the measured lidar signal is proportional to the effective 

scattering cross section. From the lidar equation

N s(v ,)/N  s(v2) = Ceff( v ,)/Ceff( v ,) [4.4]
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The changes m ade for m easuring the hyperfine linewidth are less than 20 pm 

at a w avelength o f 589 nm (i.e. one part in 29,000) so it can be assum ed that 

there is no significant change in any o f  the other lidar system parameters.

We carried out this analysis three times on the night o f  3-4 Novem ber

1999. The experimental details are listed in Table 4.2. In each case the total 

num ber o f photon counts is summed over the altitude o f the N a layer, at 70 

to 110 km, as the signal at that wavelength. The signals Ns(v i) are then 

norm alized to Ceff(vi) using the equation

The centroid v o fN s(Vj) is used as the centroid of the expected 

C efi(Vj). To m atch the peak of the spectra with the peak of the model, all the 

points of the m easured shape that were w ithin 25%  of the m axim um  value 

were used to locate the peak. Then once the peaks of the two spectra were 

aligned, and scaled, any points w ithin 75% of the maximum value were used 

to compare the two functions. U sing values less than 75% o f  the maximum 

value cause the fit to be skewed, by fitting to regions of spectra that are 

dom inated by noise. The regions used for m atching the spectra are shown in

C*(v,)=kN'Xv,) [4.5]

where

[4.6]
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Figure 4.2. Three tuning curves were taken throughout the night o f  3-4 

Novem ber 1999, and each were fitted to the model in the m anner described 

above and are shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.

For the night o f 3-4 N ovem ber 1999, we found from the three 

different tuning measurements that the m easured Ceff was consistent with a 

laser linew idth between 3.25 and 4.0 pm and a tem perature betw een 150 and 

250 K. This value o f the m easured linewidth is slightly narrow er than the 

m anufacturer quoted linewidth o f 5.2pm. N ote that the w idth o f the laser 

line obscures the dip in the sodium D 2 spectrum. True hyperfine 

tem perature measurements require a laser linewidth o f  0.1 pm.

4.4 Validation of the Lidar Equation

Given that we have calculated Ceff for the lidar system, we can now 

determine the Na density from the photon count data follow ing equation 3.5. 

Furtherm ore, once the densities are calculated we can determ ine the value o f  

the optical efficiency and atm ospheric transm ission term  in the lidar 

equation. We consider set 71 from the night o f  3-4 N ovem ber 1999. The 

values are listed in Table 4.3. We find that for the resonance signal

(r|T 2)res«  5.0x1 O'3
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while for the Rayleigh signal 

(r|T 2)ray w 4.4x1 O'3.

These two values are in good agreem ent with each other. Taking the 

resonance estim ate and assum ing the atm ospheric transm ission is 50% (25%  

for two way transm ission) we find that 

rj »  0.02.

For the receiver the quantum efficiency o f  the photom ultiplier tube is 

approxim ately 0.2, the transm ission o f  the 3 A bandpass filter is also 

approxim ately 0.25 which suggests that the receiver efficiency should be 

0.05. Small alignm ent issues in the alignm ent o f  the receiver, and 

transm ission losses («20% ) yield an expected efficiency o f  0.04. The 

m ism atch by a factor o f two is well w ithin the expected values since the 

transm ission o f the bandpass filter and the efficiency o f  the photom ultiplier 

tube are expected to decrease with age, and both were purchased in 1994.
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Table 4.1: Raw photon counts from 3-4 November 1999
Rayleigh Resonance Background Total Shots

Bin count 13 267 67
Lambda-Physik 1576 12075 707 2000

Candela 1152 4316 306 8000
After background subtraction
Lambda-Physik 1430 9258 2000

Candela 1093 3096 8000
Candella*0.25 273 774 2000

Table 4.2: C eff values 
Curves for 3-4 Nove

5 for the Na Tuning 
mber 1999.

Starting
set

Ending
set

SCA (rrf2) Laser
Linewidth

1 6 4.08E-16 3.3
9 16 3.52E-16 4.0

61 71 3.52E-16 4.0
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Figure 4.1 Photon count comparison between the Lam bda Physik lidar and 
the Candela lidar with an equivalent num ber o f  shots (2000) on the night o f  
6-7 N ovem ber 2000. Set 12 was used for Lam bda Physik, and set 19 was

used for Candela.
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3.728 1 O'16

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.2: Regions used for fitting. Points that fall w ithin 25%, (dark gray 
area), o f  the maximum value are used to match the peak o f  the spectral line 

with the peak o f  the model. Points w ithin 75%, (light gray area), o f  the 
m axim um  value are used to calculate the difference betw een the spectral line 

and the model. Points greater than 75% away from the m axim um  are 
discarded from fitting (white area).
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.3: The first N a tuning m easurem ent from the night o f  3-4 
N ovem ber 1999. This is made from sets 1 through 6.
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Offset (pm)

Figure 4.4: The second Na tuning m easurem ent from the night o f  3-4 
N ovem ber 1999. This is made from sets 9 through 16.
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.5: The third Na tuning m easurem ent from the night o f  3-4 
Novem ber 1999. This is made from sets 61 through 71.
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Chapter 5: F e C alibration  a n d  M ea su rem en ts

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we analyze the perform ance o f  the lidar m easurem ents 

o f the mesospheric Fe layer. Following our analysis o f the m esospheric N a 

m easurem ents, we first determine the effective scattering cross section, Ceft. 

We then validate the lidar equation. Finally, we make Fe lidar 

m easurem ents at 372 and 374 nm to assess the ability to m ake Fe Boltzm ann 

tem perature measurements.

5.2 Experimental Determination of Ceff

From chapter 2 Fe has two spectral lines at 372 and 374 nm. The 

features at each wavelength have Gaussian lineshapes. In this section we 

show how the scattering cross section is determined. For Fe the populations 

in the lower state are determined by Boltzm ann population statistics. At a 

tem perature o f  200 K 3.7% o f the iron population is in the a5D 3 state, and 

95.9%  is in the a5D4 state. Thus the lidar equation contains an extra term  for
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the population o f  the state being excited. The lidar signal for the 374 nm 

line will be approxim ately 26 times less than that for the 372 nm  line. The 

m easured effective scattering cross section is plotted in Figure 5.1. This 

m easurem ent was made on the night o f  13-14 Decem ber 2000. The 

experim ental results are presented in Table 5.1. From Figure 5.1 we see that 

the Fe line is narrower than the Na line (Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5). This is in part 

due to the fact that the Na line is a doublet represented by the superposition 

o f  two Gaussian functions separated by about 2 pm. Furtherm ore, the use o f 

a w avelength scale rather than frequency scale makes the Fe line at 372 nm 

appear narrow er than the N a line at 589 nm. A change in frequency o f  1 

GHz at 372 nm is equivalent to a wavelength change o f  0.5 pm , while at 589 

nm it is equivalent to a change o f 1.2 pm. The curve fit indicates that the 

laser linewidth is 1.25 pm («2.5 GHz) and the Fe tem perature in the range o f  

140 to 290 K. The effective scattering cross section is 3 .6 x l0 '17 m 2.

5.3 Validation of the Lidar Equation

Having determined the effective scattering cross section we can now  

determ ine the Fe density from the photon count data follow ing Equation 3.1. 

Once the Fe density is calculated the value o f  the optical efficiency and the
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atm ospheric transm ission term in the lidar equation. We consider set 8 from 

the night o f  13-14 Decem ber 2000. The values are listed in Table 5.2 the 

altitude ranges were 34.5 to 35.5 km for Rayleigh, 83 to 84 km for resonance 

and 125 to 126 km for background photon counts. For com parison we also 

consider the perform ance o f the CRL telescope for the Rayleigh 

m easurem ents at 532 nm. For resonance and Rayleigh signal at 372 nm we 

find

(lfT2) ^  1.6x1 O'3

and

(llT 2)ray= 1-6x10 l  

For the Rayleigh signal at 532nm we find 

(ilT 2)„ , = 8.7x1 O’3.

The lidar receiver was designed for work at 532 nm and thus we expect a 

decrease in the optical efficiency and transm ission o f the atm osphere. If  

atm ospheric scattering, and hence attenuation, varies with w avelength as a 

pow er law  dependence with a power o f 2 to 4 we expect a reduction in 

atm ospheric attenuation by a factor o f 2.1 to 4.2. We expect the receiver 

efficiency to be further reduced due to lower receiver telescope m irror 

reflection and transm ission through the receiver glass optical elem ents in the 

UV.
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5.4 Mesospheric Fe Densities

In calculating the Fe density, Equation 3.5 was used. The background 

counts were taken at 125 km, and the Rayleigh altitude counts were taken at 

35 km. On the night o f  15-16 Decem ber 2000, tem perature data 

m easurem ents were collected. They consisted o f  three 372 nm tuning sets, 

and alternating 372 and 374 nm data-sets. The 372 nm resonance line 

m easurem ents yielded approxim ately one count per shot signal returns and 

were collected in 48,000 shot sets. The 374 nm resonance line yielded 

approxim ately 0.2 counts per shot and was taken in 144,000 shot sets. A 

total o f  12 data-sets were taken making five pairs o f temperature 

m easurem ents (five 372nm and 374nm resonance line sets) w ith two 372nm 

resonance line sets taken at the close o f the evening. The last two sets were 

taken consecutively to determine if  the layer was evolving over the time 

scale o f our data-sets. The photon count statistics for the night are given in 

Figure 5.2 and show that there were no large-scale changes in the layer over 

the time scale o f  the observations. This indicates that the Fe densities were 

relatively constant, or that the Fe layer was stable, over the observation 

period. The only large fluctuation is due to the different num ber o f  shots per 

profile for tuning m easurements and the different temperature
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m easurem ents. For sets with equal num bers o f  shots the statistics are 

constant.

Data taken on the night o f 13-14 Decem ber 2000 provide an example 

o f w hat a stable Fe layer is. Figure 5.3 shows the Fe density profiles 

calculated from the photon count data o f  13-14 Decem ber 2000. These 

m easurem ents are within the expected density ranges for Fe in this season 

[Kane et. al., 1992; Alpers et. al., 1990]. The peak density w as 1.1x10s 

atom s/cm 3, and the atomic Fe layer occurred between 75 and 95 km in 

height. This is what the layer on the night o f  15-16 Decem ber 2000 would 

have looked like if  the data collected over the evening were all at a single 

wavelength, as indicated by the photon counts. The same visualization is 

not apparent for 15-16 Decem ber 2000 because the w avelength was changed 

regularly throughout the night as different species were measured.

5.5 Fe Temperature Calculations

Once the densities o f  Fe have been calculated for the 374 nm and the 

372 nm resonance lines it is a direct calculation o f tem perature through the 

Equation 2.5,
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T =
(AE)

[5.1]
k ] d Nm83

^ 3 7 4  £>372

Since it was shown earlier that the populations in the states other than the 

two we are m easuring are negligible, it can be assum ed that all o f  the atoms 

are in either the N 372 or N 374 populations.

To get a tem perature for a given time period, three data-sets were used 

for each tem perature m easured. Tem perature sets consisted o f  two 

m easurem ents o f  the layer at one wavelength and a third at the other 

wavelength. This gave us an average for the layer during the tim e the 

middle w avelength was taken. So each tem perature is the product o f  three 

data-sets. The calculated tem peratures are presented in Table 5.3.

The first important observation is that the tem perature appears to vary 

greatly throughout the night. Over the course o f  the m easurem ents the 

tem perature changes by 30%. This is far too large o f  a variation, and is not 

expected. Also o f note is that most o f  the tem peratures appear to be lower 

than the expected tem peratures for this time o f  the year [Bilitza, 2001].
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5.6 Error in Temperatures

The m easured linewidth o f  the laser operating at atom ic Fe 

wavelengths was 1.25 pm, or 3 GHz. The laser linewidth m easured for Na 

was «4 pm, or 3 GHz. This shows that the apparent linew idth change is due 

to the differences between wavelength and frequency. The linew idth in 

gigahertz does not actually change.

Also o f  note is that comparing the linewidth over such a large distance 

in w avelength is not a good practice. The two systems, N a and Fe, while 

using the same physical laser, use completely different dyes and solvents to 

achieve lasing. Also the physical selection o f  the light in the laser is 

perform ed by a grating, which will have different light separating properties 

in the blue portion o f  the spectrum  as compared to the red or yellow  portion 

o f  the spectrum. As the color o f  the light shifts tow ard the blue, the grating 

provides less wavelength resolution. This is apparent in the m echanical 

portion o f the laser system. M echanically the system steps through in a 

constant step o f 1 pm. This causes our step-size in gigahertz to change as 

we m ove across the spectrum. For example, at 589 nm, a 1 pm  step-size is 

equal to a 0.86 GHz step-size, while at 374 nm; the same 1 pm  step-size is 

now equal to a 2.16 GHz step-size. The difference betw een w avelength and 

frequency for a given color o f  light is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Since the step-size is getting larger in gigahertz, errors in the correct 

m easurem ent o f  the location o f  the Fe peak become very important. I f  we 

assum e that we are correctly online at the Fe 372 nm resonance line, and that 

all the error in the measurement is due to the errors in the alignm ent o f  the 

laser tuning with the Fe 374 resonance line, the error can be calculated.

From Boltzm ann’s equation, the actual tem perature, T, and the 

m easured temperature, T , are,

T =
k\ n

(A £ )

^ 3 7 2  #374 /

r = -

/  *^374& 372

(A £)
r \

/tin
/  N 374gm

[5.2]

[5.3]

Here the change in energy is AE, k is B oltzm ann’s constant, N 372 is the 

population and g372 is the degeneracy o f the 0.0 cm '1 energy ground state, 

and N 374 is the population and g374 is the degeneracy in the first therm ally 

excited 415.9 cm '1 energy ground state. N is the incorrect m easurem ent o f  

the population o f  the excited state due to incorrect frequency selection.
1

AT _ AT e  2 a-  
374 374 [5.4]
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W here Av is the offset o f  the laser from line center ( c m 1), a  is the com bined 

width o f  the two Gaussians, a 2 = a] +a2D. ctl  is the Gaussian w idth o f  the 

laser line, and g d is the Doppler width o f  the spectral line. I f  the laser were 

a perfect monochrom atic source, then -» 0, and . We can write

the error in the form of,

T 1 +
v2 a : ,

[5.5]

where

A -  Inr N N372

NV 374 y

[5.6]

Com bining this with Boltzm ann’s equation, we get:

T _ 1
T "  l + / ( A v )

[5.7]

where

/ ( Av) =
MAr_Av_2 

NAE [5.8]

From  this it is apparent that T can only approach T, and in fact the m easured 

tem perature will always be less than the actual tem perature (T <T).  Table 

5.4 gives the error in T for a given value o f Av and this dependence is
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plotted in Figure 5.5. Just a small error in the location o f  the maximum Cefr 

(«0.25pm ) quickly leads to significant changes in the m easured tem perature 

(*20%).

5.7 Gradient in Temperature Measurements

The errors in the laser tuning will bias both the topside and the 

bottom side tem peratures by the same fraction. Thus, while the absolute 

tem perature m easurements are biased, the ratio o f  the topside and 

bottom side m easurem ents made at the same time will not be biased. The 

ratio o f  the topside to the bottom side tem peratures are presented in Table 

5.5. We see that the ratio shows a systematic behavior throughout the night, 

where the top side o f  the layer is always colder than the bottom side. The 

ratio value o f  0.9 is consistent with the M SIS-E results for this tim e o f  the 

previous year [Bilitza, 2001]. Thus we have confirm ed that the wintertim e 

m esopause is above the Fe layer at PFRR similar to m id-latitude lidar 

observations [Senft et. al., 1994].
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5.8 Seasonal Variation in Measurements

D uring the w inter m onths there is more atomic Fe present in the 

m esosphere. The seasonal variation o f Fe has been reported to be quite high 

[Kane et. al., 1992; Kane and Gardner, 1993] and was readily apparent in 

m easurem ents made from Decem ber 2000 to M arch 2001 with a maximum 

in w inter and a minimum in summer. Table 5.6 presents the photon counts 

per shot for some data-sets collected over this time period, and it is clear that 

the abundance o f  Fe is decreasing. M easurem ents o f tem perature are not 

possible with the low abundances seen for Fe in M arch. For a measurement 

o f tem perature Fe photon counts need to be at least 1 count per shot for the 

372 nm resonance line o f  Fe. This would give returns o f 0.1 count per shot 

for the 374 nm  resonance line, which would be marginal data requiring long 

integration tim es to achieve a signal that is statistically significant.
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Table 5.1: C eff values 
Decerr

for the Fe Tuning Curves for 
iber 15 2000.

Starting set Ending set SCA  (m'z) Laser Linewidth
1 5 3.55x10'17 1.25

Table 5.2: Raw photon counts from 13-14 December 2000
Rayleigh Resonance Background Total Shots

Bin count 13 14 14
Lambda-Physik 30,009 10,822 826 I 8,000

Bin count 13 67
Rayleigh 7,200,000 3,810 r 320,000

After background subtraction
Lambda-Physik 2,9242 9,996 8,000

Rayleigh 7,199,204 8,000

Table 5.3: Mesospheric temperatures derived from
Fe densities.

Measurement Temperature (K)
1 169
2 183
3 198
4 207
5 209
6 205
7 204
8 228
9 256
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Table 5.4: Error in Temperatures due to miss-alignment of
lidar with peak CPff

Temperature percent
offset (pm) Measured AT error

0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0%
0.1 193.0 7.0 3.5%
0.2 174.7 25.3 12.6%
0.3 150.9 49.1 24.5%
0.4 126.7 73.3 36.6%
0.5 105.1 94.9 47.5%
0.6 86.9 113.1 56.5%
0.7 72.2 127.8 63.9%
0.8 60.4 139.6 69.8%
0.9 50.9 149.1 74.5%
1.0 43.3 156.7 78.3%

Table 5.5: Temperature gradient across the Fe layer
set 70-85 km 85-100 km Ratio
1 178 156 0.87
2 190 173 0.91
3 209 182 0.87
4 223 187 0.84
5 219 196 0.89
6 219 185 0.84
7 219 178 0.81
8 237 210 0.88
9 269 231 0.86

Average 218 188 0.86
Stdev 26 22 0.03

MSIS-E 229 201 0.88



Table 5.6: Seasonal variation in 
measurements of Fe densities

Date photon counts 
per shot

15-Dec *2.0-3.0
19-Feb *0.5
23-Feb *0.25
17-Mar *0.15
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Figure 5.1: Fe tuning measurement from the night o f 15-16 D ecem ber 2000.
This is made from sets 1 through 5.
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Figure 5.3: The Fe density for the night o f  13-14 Decem ber 2000.
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Figure 5.5: The variation in tem perature due to a m isalignm ent with the Fe
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Work

6.1 Conclusions and Further Work

The new lidar at PFRR works well at Na wavelengths. In com parison 

to the current Candela based system, the Lam bda Physik lidar provided a 

factor o f  eleven increase in signal levels on a per shot basis. A factor o f  5.2 

was due to the increased output power, and a factor o f  2.7 was due to 

improvements in the quality o f  the laser line shape. The increased signal 

information allows easy comparison between the data taken with the 

Lam bda Physik system and the Candela system. The new system allows for 

higher resolution m easurements to be taken as needed.

The Lambda Physik lidar is also able to take m easurem ents o f  the 

mesospheric Fe layer. The high output pow er and improved line shape 

quality o f  the Lam bda Physik yields Fe signal levels that are com parable to 

the returns from the Candela based system operating on Na. This sim ilarity 

across m etals will allow the simultaneous m easurem ent o f  Fe and Na at the 

site, for possible future work in investigating sporadic m esospheric metal 

layers.



Tem perature measurements were also made and the signal levels o f 

the system  when it was properly aligned to the Fe resonance line are large 

enough to get reasonable measurements o f  temperature. H ow ever these 

m easurem ents are very sensitive to the alignment o f  the laser frequency with 

the resonance line. Small differences in alignm ent lead to large tem perature 

errors. To make accurate mesospheric tem perature m easurem ents the 

grating scanning system needs to be adjusted such that 0.3 pm steps can be 

taken. This reduction in step-size would allow for more points on the iron 

line spectra to be measured. I f  more points on the spectrum  were known, 

then even if  the system could not be tuned to the peak o f  the effective 

scattering cross section function, the location o f  the actual laser frequency in 

relation to the peak would be known. W ith this knowledge, the tem perature 

m easured could be adjusted to give a more accurate indication o f the actual 

tem perature. An adjustm ent like this is possible, and would allow the 

m easurem ent o f actual tem peratures in addition to the current m easurem ents 

o f  tem perature gradients.
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